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We model tunneling currents through step barrier structures representative of ferroelectric tunnel

junctions wherein one of the electrodes contributes to the barrier potential profile or an extra layer

is grown between the ferroelectric barrier and one of the electrodes. We study current

density–voltage (J–V) and tunneling electroresistance (TER) curves using the Tsu-Esaki formula

with numerically calculated transmission. This method is computationally robust, and the same

results cannot be obtained with the standard methods usually applied for interpreting experimental

I–V curves. Our results predict that the effect of resonant tunneling produces asymmetry in the J–V

curves and negative differential resistance characteristics. We show that the asymmetry of the J–V

curves can be tuned by adjusting the barrier heights and widths and that changing the extra barrier

width affects the asymmetry the most. The barrier widths and the main barrier height affect the

magnitude of the tunneling current the most. The change in the tilt of the main barrier is suggested

to produce a significant TER of the order of 102. Our numerical method provides a systematic way

to study trends in tunneling currents through step barrier structures across a wide range of barrier

parameters and bias voltages, in contrast to the necessity of employing several different approxima-

tions when using analytical formulae. Therefore, our method provides the means for interpreting

existing and future experiments and can be used as a tool for designing new devices with desired

functionalities. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5001823

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum mechanical tunneling of electrons through thin

insulating barriers forms the basis of many nanoelectronic

devices, including resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs),

resonant tunneling transistors, superconducting quantum

interference devices, and magnetic tunnel junctions.1–4 The

functionality of these multilayer structures stems from the

quantization of energy levels in thin films, the quantum

phase difference and critical current, or the spin polarization

of electrons, properties that are determined mainly by the

electrodes. III-V semiconductors and insulating nonpolar

oxides such as Al2O3 are typical examples of tunnel barriers

in such devices.5,6 The main role of the tunnel barriers is to

quantize electron energy levels between two closely spaced

barriers or to provide direct tunneling (DT) between elec-

tronic states in the electrodes.7,8 In these devices, the physi-

cal properties of the barriers do not change significantly

during operation.

Tunneling devices with actively tunable barrier proper-

ties are also available. Prime examples are ferroelectric tun-

nel junctions (FTJs).9–15 In these devices, two electrodes

sandwich a thin insulating ferroelectric tunnel barrier.

Switching of the out-of-plane ferroelectric polarization by a

large enough bias voltage changes the junction resistance, an

effect known as tunneling electroresistance (TER). In junc-

tions with different electrode materials, incomplete screening

of polarization charges at the barrier/electrode interfaces can

cause large TER effects.16,17 In this case, electrostatic

screening results in an asymmetrical deformation of the bar-

rier potential with different average barrier heights for up

and down polarization. Barrier heights for the two polariza-

tion states are often derived from fits to corresponding exper-

imental I–V curves. For this, analytical formulas for direct

tunneling (DT), thermionic emission (TE), and Fowler

Nordheim tunneling (FNT) are in use.11,12,18 Each formula

approximates quantum mechanical tunneling for limited bias

voltage, barrier width, and temperature ranges. Complications

may arise if several mechanisms contribute simultaneously

to the tunneling current. Moreover, the analytical formulas

assume a single trapezoidal barrier potential and, thus, do not

accurately describe quantum mechanical tunneling in FTJs

when the shape of the barrier is more complex.

Besides a change in the mean barrier height, polarization

reversal in FTJs can also alter the effective barrier width.

Several groups have demonstrated this effect for FTJs with a

complex-oxide19–21 or a semiconductor22–27 electrode. In

both cases, polarization reversal in the ferroelectric barrier

changes the electronic properties of the electrode near the

barrier/electrode interface via the accumulation or depletion

of charge carriers. This leads to the formation of an addi-

tional insulating layer via a metal-to-insulator phase transi-

tion in selected oxides or the creation of a Schottky barrier in

semiconductors. The interface layers of the electrode thus

actively contribute to the barrier potential profile and polari-

zation switching in the ferroelectric tunnel barrier turns the

extra barrier either on or off. A controlled variation of thea)noora.tuomisto@aalto.fi
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barrier width (in addition to a modulation of average barrier

height) can be used to enhance the TER of FTJs.

Ion migration across a barrier/electrode interface of a

tunnel junction can also change the width and shape of the

barrier potential profile.28,29 Very large electric fields in tun-

nel barriers (E ¼ V=d > 106 V=cm) can activate ion migra-

tion even at low temperatures.30 Reversible migration of, for

example, oxygen vacancies into and away from the interface

layers of a complex-oxide electrode modifies the electronic

structure. If this migration process generates a metal-to-insu-

lator phase transition, an additional barrier forms. Giant

resistive switching effects with an OFF/ON resistance ratio

of more than 105 in tunnel junctions with La2=3Sr1=3MnO3

(LSMO) electrodes and a paraelectric SrTiO3 (STO) tunnel

barrier provide evidence for this scenario.29 I–V curves of

tunnel junctions with ionic interfaces are asymmetric in the

high-resistance OFF state, reflecting a pronounced asymme-

try in the barrier potential after the extra barrier has formed.

In the present work, we model quantum mechanical

tunneling currents for junctions wherein one of the electro-

des actively contributes to the barrier potential profile or

an extra layer is grown between the ferroelectric barrier

and one of the electrodes. The current density curves we

obtain give insight into the characteristics of the currents

through these structures. We use the Tsu-Esaki formula to

calculate the J–V curves and solve the transmission coeffi-

cient numerically.31 For single trapezoidal barrier poten-

tials, our approach reproduces the results from analytical

formulas for direct tunneling (DT), thermionic emission

(TE), and Fowler Nordheim tunneling (FNT). The standard

way to analyze experimental data has been to apply several

analytical approximations with narrow bias ranges and

very limited possibilities to correctly represent the barrier

structures. The Tsu-Esaki method allows for electrical

transport calculations over much wider bias voltage and

barrier width ranges and, thus, its application as a fitting

tool for experimental data is less restricted. More impor-

tantly, calculations of tunneling currents through more

complex and asymmetric barrier potentials are possible.

We focus on tunnel junctions that, in addition to the

main tunnel barrier itself, comprise a thin insulating layer in

or next to one of the electrodes. These structures are modeled

using a step barrier profile consisting of two adjacent bar-

riers. The width of the extra tunnel barrier is varied over an

experimentally accessible range from 0 nm to 1 nm which

mimics the length scale of both electrostatic and ion migra-

tion effects in oxide tunnel junctions. The Thomas-Fermi

screening length, which for conducting oxides corresponds

to a few unit cells at most, gives the extent of polarization-

induced charge screening in FTJs. The rapid decay of elec-

tric fields in conducting electrodes also restricts the migra-

tion of ions to the immediate vicinity of barrier/electrode

interfaces. Besides the width of the extra insulating layer, we

also vary systematically other barrier parameters to gauge

their influence on tunneling transport. We plot our results in

the form of J–V and TER–V curves and identify characteris-

tic changes in the magnitude and symmetry of the curves

providing guidance for the interpretation of experiments.

II. MODELING OF TUNNELING CURRENTS IN FTJs

In this section, we first shortly review the literature

concerning tunneling current calculations for FTJs and step

potential barrier structures performed using different

approaches. Then, in Subsection II A, we present the step

potential barrier structure and the Tsu-Esaki method which

we use in our current density calculations. Finally, in

Subsection II B, we show how resonant tunneling, tradition-

ally studied in the context of resonant tunneling diode (RTD)

structures, affects the current through a step barrier structure.

A recent review by Velev et al. summarizes theoretical

modeling of FTJ structures and materials.32 In many theoret-

ical articles on FTJs, the conductance of the junction is cal-

culated only for the zero-bias case. Since we are calculating

the current as a function of bias voltage, the most relevant

earlier reports concern calculations of J–V curves.16–18,33,34

In theoretical papers, usually the current density J, instead of

the current I, is calculated as a function of bias voltage. The

characteristics of the obtained J–V curves can be compared

with experimental I–V curves assuming that the area through

which the current flows stays constant.

Kohlstedt et al.17 studied the influence of the converse

piezoelectric effect and imperfect screening effects on the

J–V curves and calculated the currents using the Simmons’

approximation.35 Using the Landauer formula7 valid for

small applied bias voltages, Zhuravlev and co-workers stud-

ied FTJs where the two metal electrodes have significantly

different screening lengths.16 Both reports predict that asym-

metric tunnel junctions with dissimilar electrodes produce

large OFF/ON resistance ratios. Pantel and Alexe analyzed

the tunneling currents in FTJs using a single tilted barrier

model and analytical formulas for different transport

regimes.18 They concluded that the dominating transport

mechanism depends on the barrier thickness, bias voltage,

and polarization direction. A report on symmetric FTJs pre-

dicts that a relatively large TER effect can be achieved also

via a strong piezoelectric response to an applied bias.33 Here

the TER was calculated using the non-equilibrium Green’s

function (NEGF) formalism combined with the density

functional theory (DFT). Useinov and co-workers used the

NEGF method combined with the tight-binding model to cal-

culate TER and tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) effects

as a function of bias voltage in FTJs with two magnetic elec-

trodes.34 They predict that TER exists at finite bias even in

symmetric tunnel junctions and show that the bias depen-

dence of TMR can be controlled via polarization switching

in the ferroelectric tunnel barrier. In all the reports presented

above, a tilted single barrier model was used for the tunnel

barrier potential when calculating the tunneling current.

Structures with two adjacent barriers, i.e., step barriers,

have also been modeled in the context of FTJs. Indlekofer

and Kohlstedt simulated the current-voltage characteristics

of FTJs using an NEGF approach with a self-consistent

Hartree potential accounting for Coulomb charging effects.36

The modeled tunnel junction was nominally a single barrier

structure, but the results predicted that a partially depleted

region arises close to the tunnel barrier, effectively adding

an extra barrier to the structure. The current-voltage curves
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showed bistable resistive switching behavior depending on

the polarization state of the ferroelectric barrier. In FTJs

with non-magnetic and ferromagnetic metal electrodes, the

inclusion of an additional thin dielectric layer was predicted

to enhance the TER ratio of both types of junctions.37,38 In

the two reports, the TER ratio was calculated at zero-bias as

a function of the dielectric layer thickness using the

Landauer formula.37 In a study of BaTiO3/SrTiO3 (BTO/

STO) junctions, the currents were modeled either using

an average barrier model or by using the Landauer

formalism and approximating the transmission as

Ttotal � TBTO � TSTO.39 In a recent paper, the NEGF method

and the Landauer formula were used to model I–V curves

of step barrier FTJs.40 The results suggest that both the

height and thickness of a CoOx buffer layer forming at the

Co/BaTiO3 interface may change under bias.

Previous theoretical papers presenting J–V curves of

quantum mechanical tunneling through step barriers have

focused mainly on semiconductor diodes. Typically, the two

barriers have a comparable width, e.g., around 5 nm, and the

polarity of the applied bias voltage is fixed.41–46 Both limita-

tions should be lifted when calculating tunneling currents in

FTJs as they comprise a nominal ferroelectric layer and,

potentially, a narrower extra barrier either formed in the

electrode or grown on purpose. Large asymmetries for posi-

tive and negative bias voltage are anticipated if the proper-

ties, i.e., the height, width, and tilt, of the adjacent barriers

are different.

An early study using the Tsu-Esaki formula showed a neg-

ative differential resistance (NDR) in a step barrier structure

for one bias polarity due to resonance tunneling through a qua-

sibound state in the triangular well formed in the step barrier.41

In this study, the estimation of the bias voltage interval where

resonant tunneling occurs is made based on geometric consid-

erations. There is a peak in this interval in the calculated J–V
curve and transmission probabilities are shown for selected

bias values. However, no further analysis regarding the posi-

tion of the peak with respect to possible resonance levels is

made. Wang et al. investigated, both experimentally and theo-

retically, AlxGa1–xAs/GaAs step barrier heterostructures, show-

ing NDR for one bias polarity.42 They modeled the current

using an envelope method for the band structure and a wave

function matching technique for the Hamiltonian elements at

the interface. A resonance peak was observed both in the

calculated and in the experimental curves.

An interesting theoretical comparison between single

barriers, asymmetric double barriers (i.e., asymmetric RTDs),

and step barriers is presented in Ref. 43. The calculations

were performed using the transfer-matrix technique. It is

shown that the transmission and tunneling currents through

step barriers resemble in many aspects those through asym-

metric double barriers. Compared to asymmetric double-

barrier structures, step barrier structures have several useful

features: wider NDR regions, easier fabrication, high-speed

response, relatively lower transmission coefficients, and

lower current peak-to-valley ratios.

Chapline and Wang studied tunneling through step bar-

riers using an analytical formula they derived for multilayer

barriers.46 The report is focused on finding a fitting formula

for quantifying individual barrier properties in a multilayer

structure and shows that the analytical formula gives better

fits than the Simmons’ formula.35 The derivation of the ana-

lytical formula is based on the WKB approximation, which

is limited to small bias voltages and cannot account for

wavefunction reflection and interference effects.47

A. Tsu-Esaki method

In this work, we focus on direct tunneling processes

where the tunneling probability, often called the transmission

coefficient, is obtained by numerically solving the

Schr€odinger equation for a given potential profile. Inelastic

and defect related tunneling processes, such as trap-assisted

tunneling, are not taken into account.48–51 A schematic illus-

tration of quantum mechanical tunneling through a step bar-

rier structure is shown in Fig. 1. We calculate currents for

both positive and negative bias voltages. At negative bias

voltages, electrons tunnel from the electrode with a narrow

extra potential barrier. Figure 1 represents the positive bias

voltage case.

For calculating the tunneling current density, we use the

low-temperature Tsu-Esaki formula7,52 for a one-dimensional

barrier potential varying along z

JT¼0KðVÞ ¼
em�

2p2�h3
eV

ðEF

eV

d�z Ttrð�z;VÞ
"

þ
ðEFþeV

EF

d�zTtrð�z;VÞðEF þ eV � �zÞ
�
: (1)

Here, �z is the kinetic energy of the electron in the z-direc-

tion, m* is the electron effective mass, V is the bias voltage,

and Ttrð�z;VÞ is the transmission coefficient. Parabolic bands

are assumed and the zero-reference of the potential energy

is, referring to Fig. 1, at the conduction band minimum on

the right-hand side of the barrier. Electron distributions on

each side of the barrier are calculated using equilibrium

Fermi-Dirac statistics and the Fermi levels are fixed at �F;l

¼ EF þ eV and �F;r ¼ EF on the left and right-hand side of

the barrier, respectively (EF is the free-electron Fermi

energy, i.e., the occupied conduction band width, see Fig. 1).

The transmission coefficient is obtained by numerically

solving the Schr€odinger equation using the Numerov

method.53,54 This method is computationally efficient and

accurate and does not require any simplifying assumptions

about the shape of the barrier potential profile. The method

is also numerically robust enabling the modeling of the steep

current rises originating from resonance phenomena. The

FIG. 1. Potential profile of a step barrier considered in this study. The sche-

matic illustrates electron tunneling for a positive bias voltage.
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details of our computational method are given in a previous

article on tunneling through single tilted barriers.31

B. Resonant tunneling

Resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs), first proposed by

Tsu and Esaki in 1973 and experimentally demonstrated in

1974, show NDR for a certain bias voltage range.52,55 The

RTD structure consists of two barriers with a quantum well

(QW) in between, and it forms the basis of many electronic

devices,56 such as terahertz oscillators and ultra-fast switch-

ing devices. In an RTD, the states in the QW are quantized

and the lowest energy level, �1, lies above the emitter Fermi

level �F. Therefore at small bias values, there are no states

available in the QW to tunnel to and the current, due to ther-

mal emission, is very small. When bias is increased and �1

drops below �F, the current rapidly increases due to resonant

tunneling through the quantized state. When bias is further

increased, the energy level �1 drops below the energies of the

electrons at the emitter causing the current to decrease. This

results in an NDR region in the I–V curve.

Resonant tunneling can happen also in step barrier struc-

tures, where QW like states are induced in the notch between

the barriers for one bias polarity. In the structures we con-

sider here (see Fig. 1), this happens at positive bias voltages.

Schulz and Gonçalves da Silva studied resonant transmission

curves and, using geometrical considerations, showed that

the peak in the transmission and the NDR region in the J–V
curve appear at the same bias voltage interval.41 In a further

study, Guo et al. concluded that resonant electron transmis-

sion validates the existence of quasibound states in step

barrier structures and that, by properly adjusting the barrier

parameters, the peak-to-valley ratio of the J–V curves can

be enhanced.44 A study on metal-insulator-insulator-metal

(MIIM) diodes showed also that the quantum well needs to

be wide enough, i.e., the lower barrier needs to be wide

enough, to have a resonant energy level.57

Figure 2(a) shows a typical zero-bias step barrier poten-

tial corresponding to our modeling presented in Sec. III and

the ensuing J–V curve. We observe a sharp rise in the tunnel-

ing current in Fig. 2(b) at bias voltage Vb ¼ 1:2 V and also at

bias values Vb ¼ 1:8 V and Vb ¼ 2:6 V. Especially, the first

steep rise makes the J–V curve prominently asymmetric. We

estimate the energy levels of the confined states by those of

an infinite triangular QW to see if the steep rises coincide

with the bias voltages where the top of the band at the emit-

ter crosses the QW levels and the resonant tunneling will

take place. The analytical formula for the energy levels in an

infinite triangular QW reads as �n ¼ ð�h2=2mÞ1=3½3
2
ðpqEÞ

ðn� 1
4
Þ�2=3; n ¼ 1; 2;…, where q is the electron charge and E

the electric field creating the triangular confining potential. E
equals the slope of the main barrier in Fig. 3 where the step

potentials and emitter Fermi levels together with the energy

levels of the infinite triangular QW are plotted for three

selected bias values.

At the bias value of 1.2 V, corresponding to the first

steep rise in current in Fig. 2(b), the emitter Fermi level

crosses with �1 [Fig. 3(a)]. For the bias value of 1.8 V,

corresponding to the second steep rise in current in Fig. 2(b),

�2 is slightly above the Fermi level as seen in Fig. 3(b). This

is due to the QW well like states between the two barriers

being less confined than those of an infinite triangular QW,

especially in the case of the higher states with n ¼ 2; 3;…
Therefore, the resonant levels in the step barrier structure

have actually lower energies than those of the ideal triangu-

lar QW and the actual crossings and steep current rises take

place at slightly lower bias voltages. The last steep rise in

Fig. 2(b) occurs at a bias of 2.6 V due to the top of the higher

barrier dropping below the Fermi level.

As shown in Fig. 2(b), the asymmetry due to the first

steep rise in the positive voltage region of the J–V curve is a

prominent effect of the resonant tunneling. The features at

higher voltages, including also the NDR effects, are not so

strong, at least on the logarithmic scale. The experimental

high-resistance-state I–V curve for positive bias voltages in

Ref. 58 exhibits oscillations that look similar to the oscilla-

tions in Fig. 2(b). The experimental junction consists of a

FIG. 2. (a) Step barrier potential energy profile. The barrier parameters are

/1¼ 0.5 eV, d1¼ 2.5 nm, /2¼ 2.0 eV, and d2¼ 1.0 nm. (b) The correspond-

ing J–V curve. The other parameters used are T¼ 0 K, EF¼ 0.5 eV, and

m� ¼ me.
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ferroelectric layer combined with MoS2, a two-dimensional

(2D) semiconductor. It is argued that in the high resistance

state, the polarization in the ferroelectric (FE) layer induces

an additional barrier in the semiconductor. Thus, this can be

considered as a step barrier structure and the oscillations

observed in Ref. 58 could be due to a resonant tunneling

effect. Similarly, resonant tunneling could be at the origin of

the oscillations observed in the I–V curve at high voltages in

Ref. 59. However, these experimental curves do not show

clear NDR and the oscillations are clearly weaker than in our

calculations. In addition, these oscillations do not seem to be

a typical phenomenon observed in FTJ I–V curves. It should

be kept in mind that in our calculations, the step barrier

structure is a simplified model of the actual device. The

oscillations and eventual NDR may be smoothed out in

experiments due to, e.g., barrier interface roughness or slight

non-uniformity of barrier thicknesses.

The resonances observed in our calculations are further

confirmed by peaks in the transmission. For each bias volt-

age, the transmission Ttr is calculated for energies within the

range ½eV;EF þ eV�, i.e., corresponding to the integration

interval in the Tsu-Esaki formula of Eq. (1). As an example,

the calculated transmission Ttrð�;VÞ curves for the step

potential barrier in Fig. 2(a) are shown in Fig. 4 for selected

bias voltages. For negative bias values, the transmission

shows no peaks and the same goes for small positive bias

voltages. As examples of this, the transmission curves for Vb

¼ –2.0 V and Vb ¼ 0.5 V are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). At

Vb ¼ 1.2 V, Fig. 4(c), the transmission shows a pronounced

peak and this corresponds to the onset of resonant tunneling

seen as a steep rise in the J–V curve in Fig. 2(b). The energy

of the lowest level, �1, for the infinite triangular QW, is

shown as a reference in the transmission curve. As discussed

above, the QW like state in the step barrier potential is less

confined and therefore lower in energy than �1. Consequently,

also the peak in transmission occurs at a slightly lower energy

than �1. In Fig. 4(d), the transmission even shows two peaks

for Vb ¼ 2.0 V corresponding to the first and second levels of

the triangular QW like state.

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the transmission peaks are very

narrow and intense. Due to this, the discretization around the

peaks needs to be extremely dense for both dx and d�. We cal-

culated the currents by using an adaptive grid spacing scheme.

We also studied the convergence of the results, and with

decreasing grid spacing in both x and �, the results converged

towards smooth and unique solutions for the J–V curves.

III. RESULTS

In the following, we systematically study quantum

mechanical tunneling through step barriers. The barrier

potentials we consider are representative for FTJs where the

step barrier shape is due to either effects of electrostatic or

ionic charge modulation near the barrier electrode/interface

or the intentional growth of a bi-layer barrier. As a result,

different experimentally realized junctions can be modeled

using the step barrier approach. Because the extra barrier can

form unintentionally, the possibility of a step barrier shaped

potential should always be taken into account when inter-

preting experimental I–V curves, even for nominally single

barrier structures.

For developing new devices, the study of the trends in

J–V curves as a function of device parameters is crucial. Our

(c)

FIG. 3. Potential curves for three posi-

tive bias values: (a) 1.2 V, (b) 1.8 V,

and (c) 2.6 V. The Fermi level at the

emitter, �F;l, and the analytically calcu-

lated energy levels of an infinite trian-

gular quantum well, �1, �2, and �3 are

shown. The parameters of the step bar-

rier are given in the caption of Fig. 2.
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results are not only applicable in understanding the results of

certain specific experiments, but, in addition, they bring

insight into designing new kinds of devices with desired

functionalities. It should be noted, however, that our calcula-

tions represent idealized barrier structures. In experiments,

the situation is typically more complex.

We note that we already used a step barrier potential to

fit experimental data in a recent study on Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT)

tunnel junctions with LSMO electrodes.29 The best fit for the

experimentally observed highly asymmetrical I–V curve of

the high-resistance OFF state was obtained using a step bar-

rier potential with a high and narrow (�0.8 nm) extra barrier.

Both the OFF and ON state I–V curves could be fitted using

this step barrier model when taking into account the effect of

series resistance (see Subsection III C) and changing only the

extra barrier height. The formation of this extra barrier was

attributed to oxygen migration across the interface between

the LSMO electrode and the PZT tunnel barrier. A similar

phenomenon is discussed in Ref. 60.

In another experimental study of a nominally single

layer junction, a comparison was made between ex situ and

in situ fabrication of the top Pt electrode in a Nb-doped

STO/BTO/Pt structure.61 The junctions with ex situ fabri-

cated top electrodes showed much larger OFF/ON ratios,

suggesting that a passive interface layer forms at the top

electrode resulting in a step barrier potential profile.

Efforts have also been made to increase TER by

adding an extra barrier adjacent to the FE layer.19,39,58,62

Experimental Au/Co/BTO/LSMO/NdGaO3 (NdGaO3 is the

substrate) junction was described with a step barrier potential

consisting of the BTO ferroelectric layer and a passive layer

of CoOx at the Co/BTO interface. The resistive switching

was attributed to the field-induced charge redistribution at

the ferroelectric-electrode interface changing the CoOx bar-

rier height.62 LSMO/BTO/LCMO/LSMO junctions, where a

thin La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 (LCMO) interlayer was inserted at one

of the electrodes, exhibited large TER effects in experi-

ments.19 This was shown to be due to a metal-to-insulator

phase transition in LCMO caused by the modulation of

carrier density through ferroelectric polarization switching,

effectively adding an insulating barrier of LCMO next to the

BTO layer in the high resistance state. BTO/STO composite

barriers, i.e., step barrier structures, have been compared

to single BTO barriers, and the composite barriers show

enhanced TER and enable effective control of the barrier

potentials.39 Recent experiments58 of a hybrid structure with

a ferroelectric thin film and a 2D semiconductor layer

showed an OFF/ON resistance ratio of 104. The reversible

accumulation-depletion of majority carriers in the 2D semi-

conductor occurs in response to the switching of the FE bar-

rier, thus altering the barrier at the interface between these

two layers.

The step barriers we consider consist of a low main

tunnel barrier, depicting the ferroelectric layer, and an addi-

tional narrow but higher barrier at one of the electrode inter-

faces. The thicker and lower barrier is referred to as the

“main barrier” (parameters d1 and /1), whereas the thinner

and higher barrier is labeled as the “extra barrier” (parame-

ters d2 and /2). Fits to experimental I–V curves indicate that

the heights of ferroelectric tunnel barriers are rather small. In

Refs. 12–15, 19, and 29, mean barrier heights ranging from

0.1 to 0.8 eV have been obtained from fits to I–V curves for

FIG. 4. Transmission curves for the

step potential barrier in Fig. 2(a) for

bias voltages (a) Vb ¼ �2.0 V, (b) Vb

¼ 0.5 V, (c) Vb ¼ 1.2 V, and (d) Vb ¼
2.0 V. The vertical lines indicate the

energy levels �1 and �2 of the infinite

triangular QW. The parameters of the

step barrier are given in the caption of

Fig. 2.
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BTO and PZT junctions. Referring to these results, we use

for the main barrier height /1 values in the range of

0.2…0.8 eV. The main barrier width d1 is varied over typical

experimental values of 2…6 nm. We change the width of the

extra barrier d2 from 0 to 1 nm. The use of this parameter

range is motivated by effective screening of electric fields in

conducting oxide electrodes, which restricts charge accumu-

lation and ion migration effects to the immediate vicinity of

the electrode/barrier interface. Also in the case of an inten-

tionally grown extra barrier, the extra dielectric layer is often

much thinner than the ferroelectric layer.39,58 The height of

the extra barrier /2 is varied from 0 to 3.0 eV.

In this work, the width, height, and tilt of the barriers are

varied to gauge their influence on J–V transport curves. The

results are grouped into two main sections, depending on

whether the parameters of the main barrier or those of the

extra barrier are varied. For certain barrier configurations,

we calculate also the TER as a function of bias voltage. In

addition to varying the barrier parameters, we show the

effect of an additional series resistance, typically present in

experiments, on J–V curves. It is important to note that as

our calculations represent idealized barrier structures, com-

paring directly theoretical and experimental J–V curves is

not feasible. Instead, our method allows analyzing trends and

prominent features such as the asymmetry in measured J–V
curves with varying barrier parameters.

A. Main barrier

In a layered structure where a second barrier forms due

to effects of electrostatic charge modulation or ion migra-

tion, typically only the parameters of the main barrier can be

controlled. Therefore, we first study how the main barrier

height, width, and tilt affect the shape of the J–V curves.

1. Main barrier width

We have calculated two different cases where the main

barrier width changes. The extra barrier parameters are

/2¼ 1.2 eV and d2 ¼ 1:0 nm in both cases. The main barrier

height is /1¼ 0.2 eV in the first case, shown in Fig. 5(a), and

/2¼ 0.5 eV in the second, shown in Fig. 6(a). The main bar-

rier width is varied in the range d1 ¼ 2:0…6:0 nm, corre-

sponding to typical values in experimental devices. The

corresponding J–V curves are shown in Figs. 5(b) and 6(b).

In all the following calculations, we set EF¼ 0.5 eV.

The interesting feature seen in Fig. 5(b) is that as the

main barrier width is increased, the steep rise in the current

occurs at a lower bias voltage. This happens because the

potential is less steep when the main barrier is wider (since it

is assumed that the potential drops linearly) making the con-

finement weaker and hence the QW states lower in energy

and more closely spaced. With increasing main barrier

height, the currents diminish and increase more slowly as a

function of the bias voltage as seen by comparing Figs. 5(b)

and 6(b). With increasing barrier width, the current profile

narrows, i.e., the current rise is steeper at lower bias vol-

tages, in both cases /1¼ 0.2 eV and /1¼ 0.5 eV. Moreover,

the currents at low bias voltages are more symmetrical when

the main barrier is wider.

2. Main barrier height

The main barrier height can be tuned by changing the

materials of the junction, either the barrier material or the

FIG. 5. (a) Step barrier potential

energy profiles with different main bar-

rier widths and (b) the corresponding

J–V curves. The main barrier height is

/1¼ 0.2 eV and the three different

widths are d1¼ 2.0 nm, 4.0 nm, and

6.0 nm. The extra barrier parameters

are /2¼ 1.2 eV and d2¼ 1.0 nm. The

other parameters used are T¼ 0 K,

EF¼ 0.5 eV, and m*¼me.

FIG. 6. (a) Step barrier potential

energy profiles with different main bar-

rier widths and (b) the corresponding

J–V curves. The main barrier height is

/1¼ 0.5 eV and the three different

widths are d1¼ 2.0 nm, 4.0 nm, and

6.0 nm. The extra barrier parameters

are /2 ¼ 1:2 eV and d2¼ 1.0 nm. The

other parameters used are T¼ 0 K,

EF¼ 0.5 eV, and m*¼me.
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material of the electrodes. We calculated currents as a func-

tion of the main barrier height for two different main barrier

widths, d1¼ 3.0 nm and d1¼ 5.0 nm. In both cases, the extra

barrier width and height were kept constant as d2¼ 1.0 nm

and /2¼ 1.2 eV. The main barrier height /1 values are

varied in the range of 0:2…0:8 eV, corresponding to values

obtained from fits to I–V curves for BTO and PZT junc-

tions.12–15,19,29 The potential energy profiles and the corre-

sponding J–V curves for d1¼ 3.0 nm are presented in Fig. 7

and for d1¼ 5.0 nm in Fig. 8.

For both main barrier widths, we can see that increasing

the main barrier height decreases the asymmetry of the cur-

rents for both low and high bias voltages in Figs. 7(b) and

8(b). This is because with the increasing barrier height the

barrier starts to resemble a single barrier structure. With the

increasing barrier height, the steep rise in current moves to

higher bias values and the rise becomes more moderate. This

is in contrast to the previous case [Figs. 5(b) and 6(b)] where

widening the barrier moved the onset of the steep rise in

current to smaller bias voltages.

3. Main barrier tilt

In FTJs, the main barrier is tilted due to the polarization

in the barrier material. The barrier polarization can be

reversed by large enough bias voltages resulting in changes

in the magnitude and/or the direction of the barrier tilt and

hence the mean barrier height. This is the origin of the TER

effect in FTJs.16,17 To see what kind of features the changing

tilt produces in the J–V curves, we studied two different

cases where we varied the tilt of the main barrier and the

extra barrier height /2¼ 1.5 eV was kept constant. In both

structures, the main barrier width d1¼ 2.0 nm and the extra

barrier width d2¼ 1.0 nm.

In the first case, the main barrier height next to the elec-

trode is fixed to /1;left ¼ 0:2 eV and the barrier height at the

interface of the extra barrier is varied in the range

/1;right ¼ 0:1…0:7 eV. The potential energy profiles and the

corresponding J–V curves are shown in Fig. 9. In the second

case, the main barrier height next to the electrode is fixed to

/1;left ¼ 0:5 eV and the barrier height at the interface of the

extra barrier is varied in the range /1;right ¼ 0:1…0:7 eV.

The potential energy profiles and the corresponding J–V
curves are shown in Fig. 10. This situation reflects a ferro-

electric tunnel barrier with an adjacent passive dielectric

layer where the reversal of the polarization alters the tilt of

the main barrier but not the properties of the extra barrier.

For the lower main barrier height, the steep rise in the

current at positive bias voltage values starts to disappear

with increasing /1;right as shown in Fig. 9(b). In addition,

the J–V curves become almost exponential (i.e., linear on

the logarithmic scale) at higher bias voltages shown in Fig.

9(b). This can be seen also in the results of Secs. III A 1

and III A 2. However, now it is more visible due to a thin-

ner main barrier and higher current values. Linearity in the

logarithmic scale is obviously the result of the dominance

of tunneling through the extra barrier. Since the confine-

ment starts to diminish when /1;right > /1;left, this leads to

the disappearance of the resonant tunneling effect and the

ensuing steep rise in current. When /1;left ¼ 0:5 eV, the

steep rise in current stays prominent with increasing /1;right

as shown in Fig. 10(b).

The TER ratio defined by the help of the resistances

in the high (ROFF) and low (RON) resistance states, i.e.,

FIG. 7. (a) Step barrier potential

energy profiles with different main bar-

rier heights and (b) the corresponding

J–V curves. The different main barrier

heights are /1 ¼ 0:2 eV; 0:4 eV;
0:6 eV; and 0:8 eV and the width is

d1¼ 3.0 nm. The extra barrier parame-

ters are /2¼ 1.2 eV and d2 ¼ 1:0 nm.

The other parameters used are T¼ 0 K,

EF ¼ 0:5 eV, and m� ¼ me.

FIG. 8. (a) Step barrier potential

energy profiles with different main bar-

rier heights and (b) the corresponding

J–V curves. The different main barrier

heights are /1 ¼ 0:2 eV; 0:4 eV;
0:6 eV; and 0:8 eV and the width is

d1¼ 5.0 nm. The extra barrier parame-

ters are /2¼ 1.2 eV and d2¼ 1.0 nm.

The other parameters used are T¼ 0 K,

EF ¼ 0:5 eV, and m� ¼ me.
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TER ¼ ðROFF � RONÞ=RON is equivalent to TER ¼ ðJON

�JOFFÞ=JOFF. We calculated the TER in the two cases pre-

sented above considering /1;right ¼ 0:1 eV and /1;right

¼ 0:7 eV as the two resistance states. The potentials of the

high and low resistance states and the calculated TER as a

function of bias for both main barrier heights are shown in

Figs. 11 and 12.

We can compare these TER values to the theoretical

results by Zhuravlev et al. in Ref. 37. They calculated TER

of FTJs with a composite barrier, i.e., a barrier consisting of

a functional ferroelectric film and a thin film of a nonpolar

dielectric material. In their model, the switching of the main

barrier polarization changed both the tilt of the main barrier

and the height of the adjacent dielectric barrier. The TER

was calculated using the Landauer formula for conductance,

and the bias dependence of TER was not studied. For a step

barrier with dimensions d1¼ 2.5 nm and d2¼ 1.0 nm, a TER

of the order of 102–103 was obtained. The barrier heights

were /1� 0.6 eV and /2� 2.5 eV and the switching of the

polarization in the main barrier altered the extra barrier

potential height by about 0.5 eV.

For small bias voltages, i.e., comparable to the results

obtained using the Landauer formula, we get a TER of the

order of 102 for both of our systems as can be seen from

Figs. 11(b) and 12(b). Our potential parameters are similar

to those of Ref. 37 with the exception that in our calcula-

tions, the extra barrier height stays constant. However, a

change in the extra barrier height by as much as 1 eV (see

Fig. 17) has at most an order of magnitude effect on the

TER ratio at low bias. Hence, our results suggest that

the change in the main barrier tilt is more important for the

TER ratio than a possible change in the extra barrier

height, as long as there is a second insulating layer in the

junction. As a function of bias, the TER ratio increases up

to 106 [see Fig. 12(b)] due to resonance tunneling in the

high conductance state.

FIG. 9. (a) Step barrier potential

energy profiles with different main bar-

rier tilts and (b) the corresponding J–V
curves. The main barrier parameters

are /1;left ¼ 0:2 eV and d1¼ 2.0 nm.

The barrier height /1;right is varied

resulting in different slopes E of the

main barrier. The extra barrier parame-

ters are /2¼ 1.5 eV and d2¼ 1.0 nm.

The other parameters used are T¼ 0 K,

EF¼ 0.5 eV, and m*¼me.

FIG. 10. (a) Step barrier potential

energy profiles with different main bar-

rier tilts and (b) the corresponding J–V
curves. The main barrier parameters

are /1;left ¼ 0:5 eV and d1¼ 2.0 nm.

The barrier height /1;right is varied

resulting in different slopes E of the

main barrier. The extra barrier parame-

ters are /2¼ 1.5 eV and d2¼ 1.0 nm.

The other parameters used are T¼ 0 K,

EF¼ 0.5 eV, and m*¼me.

FIG. 11. The potential profiles of the

low (ON) and high (OFF) resistance

states (a) and corresponding TER as a

function of bias voltage (b). Main bar-

rier heights for the low resistance state

are /1;left ¼ 0:2 eV and /1;right

¼ 0:1 eV, and for the high resistance

state /1;left ¼ 0:2 eV and /1;right

¼ 0:7 eV. The other parameters used

are as in Fig. 9(a).
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B. Extra barrier

When the extra barrier forms due to, e.g., electrostatic

charge modulation or ion migration, its properties may be

difficult to control. Still, it is useful to see how the width and

height of the extra barrier affect the current behavior, in

order to provide examples for interpreting experimental data.

There are also studies where an extra layer is intentionally

grown on top of the FE layer and in this case also its width

and height can be varied.37,63,64

1. Extra barrier width

We studied the effects of the extra barrier width by com-

paring the currents of the step barrier structure to the J–V
curve of a single barrier structure, d1¼ 2.0 nm and

/1¼ 0.2 eV, without an extra barrier. In the first case, pre-

sented in Fig. 13, the height of the extra barrier was

/2¼ 1.2 eV and the width was varied within the range

d2 ¼ 0:2…1:0 nm. This range mimics the length scale of

both electrostatic and ion migration effects in oxide tunnel

junctions.

The J–V curves in Fig. 13(b) show that with the increas-

ing barrier width, the steep rise in current at positive bias

voltages moves to higher values. The current values drop

with increasing barrier width, but for large positive bias volt-

age values, the drop is negligible. This happens because the

extra barrier drops below the emitter Fermi level and there-

fore has a negligible effect on the current. As a result, the

addition of an extra barrier increases the asymmetry of the

currents both at low voltages and especially at high bias

voltages.

In the second case, presented in Fig. 14, the extra barrier

height was fixed to /2¼ 2.0 eV. The J–V curves in Fig.

14(b) show that, again, with the increasing barrier width, the

FIG. 12. The potential profiles of the

low (ON) and high (OFF) resistance

states (a) and corresponding TER as a

function of bias voltage (b). Main

barrier heights for the low resistance

state are /1;left ¼ 0:5 eV and /1;right

¼ 0:1 eV, and for the high resistance

state /1;left ¼ 0:5 eV and /1;right

¼ 0:7 eV. The other parameters used

are as in Fig. 10(a).

FIG. 13. (a) Barrier potential energy

profiles with different extra barrier

widths and (b) the corresponding J–V
curves. The single barrier case (black

dashed line) is shown as a reference.

The barrier parameters are /1¼ 0.2 eV,

d1¼ 2.0 nm, and /2¼ 1.2 eV, and the

curves are calculated for three different

extra barrier widths d2¼ 0.2 nm,

0.6 nm, and 1.0 nm. The other parame-

ters used are T¼ 0 K, EF ¼ 0:5 eV,

and m� ¼ me.

FIG. 14. (a) Barrier potential energy

profiles with different extra barrier

widths and (b) the corresponding J–V
curves. The single barrier case (black

dashed line) is presented as a refer-

ence. The barrier parameters are /1

¼ 0.2 eV, d1¼ 2.0 nm, and /2

¼ 2.0 eV. The curves are calculated for

three different extra barrier widths

d2¼ 0.2 nm, 0.6 nm, and 1.0 nm. The

other parameters used are T¼ 0 K,

EF ¼ 0:5 eV, and m*¼me.
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steep rise in current moves to higher bias voltage values.

Moreover, the current values drop with the increasing barrier

width and the second kink at positive bias voltages disap-

pears. Since the extra barrier is now relatively high, the cur-

rent values drop also for large positive bias voltages, though

still not as much as at large negative bias voltage values. In

summary, the extra barrier width has a much larger effect on

the asymmetry of the currents than changes in the width and

height of the main barrier.

For calculating the TER, we consider the single barrier

case, i.e., no extra barrier, as the low resistance (ON) state.

The different extra barrier cases represent different high resis-

tance (OFF) states. The TERs as a function of bias for differ-

ent barrier widths for the two cases /2¼ 1.2 eV and

/2¼ 2.0 eV are shown in Fig. 15. The biggest TER value of

the order of 106–107 is obtained for the highest (/2¼ 2.0 eV)

and thickest (d2 ¼ 1 nm) extra barrier, and in all cases, the

TER value is at its highest at small bias values. For large pos-

itive voltages, the TER decreases rapidly for all barrier con-

figurations, whereas for large negative bias values, it reaches

a more or less constant value. As could be expected, the larg-

est changes in TER are obtained by increasing the thickness

of the higher (/2¼ 2.0 eV) extra barrier [see Fig. 15(b)].

2. Extra barrier height

The effect of changing the extra barrier height was stud-

ied by comparing the J–V curves to the same single barrier

structure as in Sec. III B 1 and varying the height of the extra

barrier between /2 ¼ 0…3:0 eV. This large variation is

motivated by our finding in Ref. 29 that a relatively large dif-

ference between /1 and /2 is required to reproduce experi-

mentally observed asymmetries. The width of the

extra barrier was kept constant, d2 ¼ 0:5 nm. The potential

energy profiles and corresponding J–V curves are presented

in Fig. 16.

As shown in Fig. 16(b), the steep rise in the current

occurs approximately at the same bias voltage regardless of

the extra barrier height and current values drop at all bias

voltages. Overall, the change in the extra barrier height has a

relatively small effect on the shape of the J–V curves.

Comparing Figs. 13(b), 14(b), and 16(b), we can see that in

case of the extra barrier, its width is what influences the J–V
curves the most.

The TER as a function of bias for different barrier

heights with d2 ¼ 0:5 nm is shown in Fig. 17. Comparing to

Fig. 15, changing the extra barrier height has a much smaller

effect on the TER than changing the extra barrier width.

Qualitatively the TER as a function of bias voltage behaves

similarly as when increasing the width of the barrier.

C. Series resistance

Series resistance in experiments can also affect the

shape of the J–V curves and diminish the asymmetry related

FIG. 15. TER as a function of bias voltage for different extra barrier

widths for (a) /2¼ 1.2 eV and (b) /2¼ 2.0 eV. The potential barrier pro-

files are shown in the insets of both figures. The low resistance (ON) state

corresponds to the single potential barrier case (black dashed line) and the

colors refer to the different extra barrier widths representing the different

high resistance (OFF) states. The barrier potential parameters used for cal-

culating the results in Figs. 15(a) and 15(b) are as those for Figs. 13(a)

and 14(a).

FIG. 16. (a) Barrier potential energy

profiles with different extra barrier

heights and (b) the corresponding J–V
curves. The single barrier case (black

dashed line) is presented as a refer-

ence. The main barrier parameters are

/1¼ 0.2 eV and d1¼ 2.0 nm. The extra

barrier width is d2¼ 0.5 nm and the

curves are calculated for three different

extra barrier heights: /2¼ 1.0 eV,

2.0 eV, and 3.0 eV. The other parame-

ters used are T¼ 0 K, EF¼ 0.5 eV, and

m*¼me.
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to the tunnel junction structure. As an example, we have cal-

culated the J–V curves of the two step-barrier structures

shown in Fig. 18(c) with different extra barrier heights /2.

The corresponding J–V curves are plotted both without a

series resistance, Fig. 18(a), and with a series resistance

taken into account, Fig. 18(b).

In Fig. 18(a), the J–V curves are similarly asymmetrical

with respect to the bias direction, as expected, since the

underlying potential energy profiles are qualitatively similar,

i.e., step barriers. Assuming a junction area of A ¼ 5000 lm2

and a series resistance Rs ¼ 250 X, the J–V curve of the low

resistance state, i.e., when /2¼ 0.8 eV, shows, in contrast,

almost no asymmetry [Fig. 18(b)]. Here the resistance at

high bias voltages in the /2¼ 0.8 eV case becomes so low

that the current is in practice limited by the series resistance

and not by the tunnel junction. Simply looking at the J–V
curves in Fig. 18(b) can therefore give a misleading idea of

the changes in the underlying potential structure.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have made numerically accurate calculations for

step potential energy barrier structures using the Tsu-Esaki

formalism. The systems studied represent typical potential

barrier profiles of experimental FTJ structures with a rela-

tively low main barrier modeling the FE layer and an adja-

cent narrower but higher extra barrier. Naturally, our barrier

profiles represent an idealized situation compared to experi-

ments where the actual structures tend to be more complex.

Still, our method allows analyzing prominent features and

trends in the J–V characteristics.

Resonant tunneling through the notch states in the trian-

gular QW that forms at the interface between the two

barriers is predicted to produce NDR characteristics and

ensuing asymmetry in the J–V curves. The most prominent

characteristic, the steep increase in current density, is studied

as a function of the barrier parameters. This asymmetry of

the J–V curves can be tuned by adjusting the barrier heights

and widths in the range of typical experimental values.

The barrier widths and the main barrier height affect

the magnitude of the tunneling current the most. The extra

FIG. 17. TER as a function of bias voltage for different extra barrier heights.

The potential barrier profiles are shown in the inset. The low resistance

(ON) state corresponds to the single potential barrier case (black dashed

line) and the colors refer to the different extra barrier heights representing

the different high resistance (OFF) states. The barrier potential parameters

of the inset are as in Fig. 16(a).

FIG. 18. J–V curves of two potential

energy barrier structures with different

high barriers /2 (a) without and (b)

with taking a series resistance into

account. (c) The two potential energy

profiles at zero bias for the two values

of /2¼ 0.8 eV and 3.5 eV. The barrier

widths are d1¼ 2 nm and d2¼ 1 nm,

and for both structures /1¼ 0.2 eV.

The series resistance used Rs¼ 250 X
and the assumed area of the junction

A¼ 5000 lm2. The other parameters

used are T¼ 0 K, EF¼ 0.5 eV, and

m*¼me.
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barrier height has a much smaller effect on the absolute cur-

rent values and also on the TER effect. The change in the

extra barrier width affects strongest the asymmetry of the

J–V curve. Changes in the TER ratio of the order of 102 can

be obtained by increasing the thickness of the extra barrier

by only 0.4 nm. Regardless of the height of the extra barrier,

the change in the tilt of the main barrier is suggested to pro-

duce a significant TER of the order of 102. This is due to the

earlier onset of the steep rise in current in the case when the

tilt descends toward the extra barrier interface. Finally, the

effect of series resistance is shown to significantly decrease

the asymmetry of the J–V curves in the low resistance state.

The J–V curves presented here give an overview of typi-

cal features that can be related to tunneling through step

barriers. These results cannot be obtained with the standard

methods usually applied for interpreting experimental I–V
curves. Our method enables us to analyze the effects of vari-

ous barrier parameters on the J–V curves providing a basis

for interpreting existing and future experiments. In our previ-

ous article on single tilted barrier structures, we showed that,

e.g., large asymmetries between different bias polarities sug-

gest that a step barrier structure should be considered.31 The

characteristics of the curves presented here can be used to

further interpret experimental features and to design new

barrier configurations with desired functionalities.
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